Abstract. The problems in theoretical model analysis and the lack of prior knowledge bring difficulties and challenges to the analysis of transformer by the vibration method. In this paper, an incremental learning algorithm based on support vector data description was proposed for on-line anomaly detection of transformer vibration. The anomaly detection model was established by using one-class support vector data description, the incremental data were reduced based on the Quickhull algorithm to achieve quick incremental learning. The simulation results of measured transformer vibration showed that the proposed method could quickly learn new samples and accurately capture transformer vibration changes.
Introduction
Transformer is one of the key equipments in power grid. Relevant statistical results at home and abroad have shown that windings and cores are failure-prone for transformers [1] . Foreign scholars have carried out a lot of research work on it. However, there has been no reliable on-line monitoring and fault diagnosis method for windings and cores at home and abroad.
Garcia and Burgos theoretically analyzed the vibration generation mechanism of windings and cores [2] , established a mathematical model of the relationship between the amplitude of fundamental frequency (twice of the power frequency of transformer) and vibration amplitude, phase, operation voltage, load current ,temperature, and held that the amplitude of fundamental frequency of winding and core vibration was positively correlated to the square of load current and operation voltage, respectively [3] . In Literature [4] , the vibration test of transformer core on idling condition was done in the lab. The energy characteristic analysis based on wavelet packet showed that it could be used to judge whether the core is faulty or not. In Literature [5] , the vibration signal of winding was studied by using vibration intensity and time-frequency analysis method based on the short-circuit impact test of transformer. Results showed that the time-frequency method could reflect the fault characteristics of winding. Literature [6] judged the core loosening fault according to the ratio of 100 Hz characteristic frequency component to the total component (less than 1 kHz) and then diagnosed winding deformation and core loosening.
The surface vibration of transformer is related to multiple factors, so it is difficult to make accurate mathematical and physical model analysis. Meanwhile, due to the insufficient actual data samples of transformers, the scarce fault samples, and the incomplete fault modes, so it is difficult to carry out research by the supervised machine learning methods. Without the online learning ability, the existing vibration analysis methods of transformer fail to obtain complete and sufficient training samples, so it is impossible to accurately evaluate various unknown scenes.
To solve the problems in transformer analysis by the vibration method above, in this paper, a data-driven method without complex model and accurate prior knowledge was adopted to detect the vibration anomalies of transformers based on the Novelty Detection technology. The on-line monitoring data incremental learning was reduced by using Quickhull Algorithm to complete the gradual accumulation and improvement of various sample information and corresponding knowledge, and thus achieve the on-line anomaly detection of transformer vibration under the condition of lack of prior knowledge.
SVDD Incremental Learning Anomaly Detection Algorithm

Novelty Detection
Novelty detection is a technology to detect anomalies or unknown states in a large number of normal known state data. It identifies the anomalies or unknown states (outliers) hidden in the normal states by exploring the target area of all known normal states (target class). It can be understood as a binary classification problem. As a generalization of SVM, One-class Support Vector Data Description (OCSVD), which is used for novelty detection, only needs to determine the boundaries of target class samples without dependence on data distribution. Thus, it has certain advantages in principle and performance. 
Anomaly Detection Model
where v was known as the balance parameter, which was used to balance the volume of hypersphere and training error, usually taking 0.1.
The kernel function ( , ) i j K x x was introduced by using Lagrange multiplier method. Formula (1) was transformed into a dual problem.
where (
The following Gauss kernel function was selected:
where s was the Gauss bandwidth coefficient, and its value was related to the relative positions of training samples. The initial value of s was set between the minimum value and maximum value of the sample spacing, and the optimal value was determined by the cross validation method.
Equation (2) was solved based on Equation (3) to obtain the center a and the radius R of the hypersphere.
(4)
The training samples corresponding to the Lagrange multipliers which were called to satisfy , , and ,were known as NSV, SV and boundary support vector (BSV), respectively. They were located in, on and out of hyperspheres in their space, and
In the process of anomaly detection, if the sample z to be tested met:
It was considered to fall into the hypersphere and accepted as the target class. Otherwise, it was judged to be the novelty, and the anomaly was detected.
According to Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition, if the product of the best Lagrange multiplier and the constraint was 0, the optimal solution was:
. The KKT condition making each sample satisfy the optimization problem could be expressed as follows: 
Incremental Learning based on Quickhull Algorithm
Geometric analysis shows that the samples that may be transformed into SVs are all located at the edge of the training sample set in geometric sense. Therefore, filtering out the non-boundary samples in the training sample set can reduce the training scale and shorten the training time.
Hull vectors refer to the samples which are located at the class boundary in the data set and can reflect the geometric structure information of the sample set. Based on the above analysis, the hull vector set was composed of the samples which were most likely to become SVs in the training sample set. It is a very small subset of the belonged set. In this paper, Quickhull algorithm Error! Reference source not found. was applied to process new data, thus realizing SVDD quick incremental learning.
SVDD Incremental Learning Algorithm
In the case of incremental learning, the SV set changes with the new samples. There are the following theorems [8] : Therefore, the hull vectors in the samples without SVs were selected by the Quickhull algorithm to to ensure the accurate acquisition of potential SVs. In incremental learning, the new training samples consisted of three parts: original SV, hull vector of original NSV samples and samples violating KKT condition among the new samples.Therfore ,an incremental learning algorithm for SVDD based on Quickhull algorithm (Q-SVDD) was proposed in the paper. It first searched for new samples violating KKT condition in each incremental training process, and then acquired the data samples and new samples without original SVs and the hull vectors of the combination based on Quickhull algorithm, and finally updated the training based on the original SVs. The training and updating process of the proposed algorithm was described as follows:
It was assumed that there were the initial data sample set A, and the new data sample set B, . 1) The initial detection model of SVDD was obtained based on the initial data sample A, and its SV was written as .
2) If the new data sample set B to be learned appeared, the new samples violating the KKT condition were found out through calculation, written as B f . If the following was satisfied, , turned to Step 2);
3) All samples without SV in sample set A were selected, that was, , the hull vectors in were selected through calculation based on the Quickhull algorithm, written as C.
4) was taken as the training sample. SVDD was retrained and the detection model was updated to complete the incremental learning.
5) The samples B f violating the KKT condition in the hull vector C and the sample set B were added to the SV set. Then, the new data sample set B was added to the sample set A. Turned to Step 2.
Example Analysis
The vibration signals on the surface of transformers in normal operation were collected to construct the measured vibration data set. The simulation analysis was carried out on the method proposed in the paper to test whether it could effectively detect the vibration abnormality of transformer and whether it had good online learning ability.
Measured Data Set
The surface vibration signals of a transformer with the model of SFZ9-50000/110 were collected and sorted out. Finally, 8 vibration data sets were formed according to the different locations of the surface measuring points and different acquisition times, as described in Table 1 . 
Experiment and Results
SVDD-based Anomaly Detection.
The data of different measuring points of the test transformer were assumed to be novelty to each other. The anomaly detection simulation was carried out to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of Q-SVDD in the transfer vibration anomaly detection.
90% of the data set DATA1-HA samples were randomly selected as the initial training data to complete the detection model training. According to the cross validation results based on ten folds, the model parameters v and s were set to 0.1 and 0.25, respectively
The remaining 10% samples of DATA1-HA data set, and DATA2-HA and DATA3-HA data obtained at the same measuring point in different time periods were taken as the target class. The samples in DATA1-HB, DATA1-HC and DATA1-LA data sets at different measuring points in the same time period were taken as novelty samples for detection. The experimental results were recorded in Table 2 . Table 2 , the detection rate of transformer vibration data at the same measuring point in the same time period was 95.824%. Most of the test samples belonging to DATA1-HA were identified as the target class. The false alarm rates in the transformer vibration data test at different measuring points in the same time period (DATA1-HB, DATA1-HC and DATA1-LA) were all very low, and those of the data in two data sets were 0, indicating that the detection model could accurately identify the surface vibration signals of the test transformer at different measuring points. It needed to be noted that the detection rate of the detection model was low for the vibration data DATA2-HA and DATA3-HA at the same measuring point in different time periods, being 7.14% and 20.69%, respectively.
Results showed that the SVDD detection model could accurately identify the vibration signals of the same transformer at different measuring points in the same period after training. With the long-term operation of the transformer, its surface vibration characteristics changed gradually, and the detection accuracy decreased accordingly.
Q-SVDD-based Anomaly Detection. Samples in DATA1-HA, DATA2-HA and DATA3-HA were taken as the target class, and those in DATA1-HC, DATA2-HC and DATA3-HC were taken as the novelty samples to conduct incremental learning and anomaly detection experiment.
The parameters of the model were set the same as above. 100 samples were randomly selected from DATA1-HA to complete the initial training of the model. Then, the high-voltage A-side data in different periods were selected as new samples to complete the model retraining and updating. The incremental learning process was simulated. In the detection process, 50% of the target class samples and 50% of the three heterogeneous sample sets in 3 novelty sample sets were randomly selected as the test set for anomaly detection. To verify the performance of Q-SVDD algorithm, it was compared with standard SVDD algorithm and Online SVDD algorithm proposed in Literature [9] . The experimental process and results were recorded in Table 3 . Table 3 showed that with the increase of training samples, the AUC (Area Under ROC Curve) values of 3 detection models all increased gradually, indicating that the detection performance gradually improved with the gradual completion of training samples. From the training time, Q-SVDD algorithm was significantly better than Online SVDD and standard SVDD algorithms. Especially in the 4 th learning process of new samples, the training time of Q-SVDD was less than 50% of that of Online SVDD and about 5% of that of SVDD. In terms of detection accuracy, Q-SVDD algorithm had 4 best AUC values among 5 anomaly detection experiments, indicating that its detection accuracy was higher than that of SVDD algorithm and Online SVDD algorithm.
Conclusion
A Q-SVDD algorithm based on support vector data description was proposed in this paper. The example analysis showed that it could be used for on-line anomaly detection of transformer vibration. 1) Incremental learned was achieved by reducing new data based on the Quickhull algorithm. Then, a Q-SVDD algorithm was proposed.
2) Incremental learning and anomaly detection experiments were completed based on measured transformer surface vibration data. Results showed that Q-SVDD could not only ensure the anomaly detection accuracy but also effectively reduce the training scale.
3) The Q-SVDD method could adapt to the slow change of surface vibration caused by long-term normal operation, and avoid the limitations of fixed threshold detection methods, it can be applied for the on-line anomaly detection of transformer vibration.
